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Madkind  vs.  Mankind.  A  Race  Against  Time.  Madkind’s  Digitalization,  A.I.  Momentum,
Economic Chaos and More…

By Julian Rose, May 06, 2024

‘The Great Reset’ is the appropriately named most recent clock setting event initiated by
Madkind. It has placed some key dates in its agenda for the transference of organic life into
a digitally controlled robotic look-alike, with the purpose of rendering Mankind obsolete. 

How China’s Naval Strategy Exposes Decades of America’s Sinophobic Lies

By Drago Bosnic, May 06, 2024

Another important aspect of the overall strategic shift in China’s geopolitical planning is its
new naval doctrine. Namely, it has changed so much that it completely nullifies decades of
America’s wet dreams about having Moscow and Beijing at each other’s throats while the US
goes unchallenged in its incessant aggression against the world.

The Mediated Palestinian-Israeli Deal

By Al Mayadeen, May 06, 2024

Al Mayadeen has acquired the details of the latest proposed deal between the Palestinian
Resistance and the Israeli occupation, specifically related to the prisoner exchange deal and
related clauses. 

COVID Pandemic Was a Fraud, a Lie, a Hoax! There Was Never Ever a Pandemic, Never Met
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the Threshold of a Pandemic and We Were Lied To Deliberately for Nefarious Reasons by
Governments

By Dr. Paul Elias Alexander, May 06, 2024

COVID was a fraud PCR created pandemic. A fraud! A lie! Greatest hoax in history on
peoples. Populations. I can say it no other way. We were detecting a pathogen that was
always circulating, it was not ‘new’, not ‘novel’, our immune systems dealt with this prior in
some manner.

Worldwide Military Spending Reaches $2400 Billion. Plenty of Money for Weapons. Shortfall
in Funds for United Nations (OCHA) Humanitarian Endeavours

By Bharat Dogra, May 06, 2024

In 2023, the world spent $2400 billion on military expenditure. During the same year the
UN’s  Office  for  Coordination  of  Humanitarian  Affairs  (OCHA)  tried  to  raise  $57  billion  for
people facing humanitarian crisis all over the world. This was just about 2.4% of the world’s
military budget. However it could actually raise only about $20 billion. This amounted to just
0.8 per cent of the military expenditure of the world. 

Where Are the National Intelligence Estimates? Seymour Hersh

By Seymour M. Hersh, May 06, 2024

I was told that the president and his top national security aides, Secretary of State Antony
Blinken and National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan, have yet to request a study that delves
deeply into any of the international crises of the day: the wars in Ukraine and Gaza.

Let Israel’s Leaders Get Arrested for War Crimes

By Gideon Levy, May 06, 2024

The killing and destruction in Gaza has gotten Israel in way over its head. It is the worst
catastrophe the state has ever faced. Someone led it there – no, not antisemitism, but
rather  its  leaders  and  military  officers.  If  not  for  them,  it  wouldn’t  have  turned  so  quickly
after October 7 from a cherished country that inspired compassion into a pariah state.
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